
 

New Beijing outbreak raises virus fears for
rest of world

June 17 2020, by Ken Moritsugu, David Rising and Rod McGuirk

  
 

  

A worker cleans the glass door to a health center for COVID-19 testing in
Beijing on Wednesday, June 17, 2020. The Chinese capital on Wednesday
canceled more than 60% of commercial flights and raised the alert level amid a
new coronavirus outbreak, state-run media reported. (AP Photo/Ng Han Guan)

China raised its emergency warning to its second-highest level and
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canceled more than 60% of the flights to Beijing on Wednesday amid a
new coronavirus outbreak in the capital. It was a sharp pullback for the
nation that declared victory over COVID-19 in March and a message to
the rest of the world about how tenacious the virus really is.

New infections spiked in India, Iran and U.S. states including Florida,
Texas and Arizona as authorities struggled to balance restarting
economic activity without accelerating the pandemic.

European nations, which embarked on a wide-scale reopening this week,
looked on with trepidation as the Americas struggled to contain the first
wave of the pandemic and Asian nations like China and South Korea
reported new outbreaks.

Chinese officials described the situation in Beijing as "extremely grave."

"This has truly rung an alarm bell for us," Party Secretary Cai Qi told a
meeting of Beijing's Communist Party Standing Committee.

After a push that began June 14, the city expects to have tested 700,000
people by the end of the day, said Zhang Qiang, a Beijing party official.
About half of them were workers from the city's food markets, nearby
residents and close contacts.

The party's Global Times said 1,255 flights to and from the capital's two
major airports were scrapped by Wednesday morning, about two-thirds
of those scheduled.
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Airline employees redirect a traveller at a checkpoint for passengers from high
risk areas to present their COVID-19 test results before checking in for their
flight at the Beijing Capital Airport terminal 2 in Beijing on Wednesday, June
17, 2020. The Chinese capital on Wednesday canceled more than 60% of
commercial flights and raised the alert level amid a new coronavirus outbreak,
state-run media reported. (AP Photo/Ng Han Guan)

Since the virus emerged in China late last year and spread worldwide,
there have been more than 8.1 million confirmed cases and at least
443,000 deaths, according to a tally kept by Johns Hopkins University.
Experts say the true toll is much higher, due to the many who died
without being tested and other factors.

The U.S. has the most infections and deaths in the world, with a toll that
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neared 117,000 on Wednesday, surpassing the number of Americans
who died in World War I.

Arizona reported a daily high of nearly 2,400 new infections for a total
of more than 39,000, while in Texas, Gov. Greg Abbott insisted the
state's health care system could handle the fast-rising number of new
cases and hospitalizations.

Tuesday marked the eighth time in nine days that Texas set a new high
for COVID-19 hospitalizations at 2,518. State health officials reported
2,622 new cases.

  
 

  

A keeper wearing protective face mask feeds giraffes at Ragunan Zoo prior to its
reopening this weekend after weeks of closure due to the large-scale restrictions
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imposed to help curb the new coronavirus outbreak, in Jakarta, Indonesia,
Wednesday, June 17, 2020. As Indonesia's overall virus caseload continues to
rise, the capital city has moved to restore normalcy by lifting some restrictions,
saying that the spread of the virus in the city of 11 million has slowed after
peaking in mid-April.(AP Photo/Dita Alangkara)

"It does raise concerns, but there is no reason right now to be alarmed,"
Abbott said.

Texas began aggressively reopening its economy May 1. Abbott noted
that Texans may have become lax in wearing masks or practicing social
distancing and urged people to stay home as much as possible.

Canada and the U.S. extended to July 21 a deal to keep their border
closed to nonessential travel, with many Canadians fearing cases arriving
from the U.S.

As the U.S. struggles with the first wave of the virus, other countries
where it was widely thought to be under control faced disturbing
developments.

In South Korea, authorities reported 43 new cases amid increased public
activity. Authorities said 25 of them came from around Seoul, where
hundreds of infections have been linked to nightclubs, church gatherings,
e-commerce workers and door-to-door salespeople. Twelve of the new
cases came from international arrivals.
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Edoardo D'Alba, 19, wearing a mask to prevent the spread of COVID-19, right,
sits at a desk before the examiners at a high school Liceo Morgagni to do his end
of year secondary school exams, in Rome, Wednesday, June 17, 2020. Students
all over Italy went back to their schools which reopened after three months of
coronavirus closure to allow students to take their final secondary school exams.
(AP Photo/Alessandra Tarantino)

Not long after declaring itself virus-free, New Zealand saw a
reemergence of the virus. Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern assigned a top
military leader to oversee the border quarantines after what she
described as an "unacceptable failure" by health officials.

Two New Zealand citizens who had returned from London to see a dying
relative were allowed to leave quarantine before being tested. After the
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women tested positive, New Zealand began tracing their potential
contacts to ensure the virus is contained.

Their cases raised the specter that international air travel could ignite a
new surge of the virus just as countries seek to boost devastated tourism
industries.

China also limited other travel around the capital, keying in on hot spots.
Beijing had essentially eradicated local transmissions until recent days,
with 137 new cases since last week.

  
 

  

Travelers make enquiries at a checkpoint for passengers from high risk areas to
present their COVID-19 test results before checking in for their flight at the
Beijing Capital Airport terminal 2 in Beijing on Wednesday, June 17, 2020. The
Chinese capital on Wednesday canceled more than 60% of commercial flights
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and raised the alert level amid a new coronavirus outbreak, state-run media
reported. (AP Photo/Ng Han Guan)

On Wednesday, the city of 20 million raised its threat level from 3 to 2,
canceling classes, suspending reopenings and strengthening requirements
for social distancing. China had relaxed many lockdown controls after
the Communist Party declared victory over the virus in March.

India, with the fourth-highest caseload after the U.S., Brazil and Russia,
added more than 2,000 deaths to its tally after Delhi and Maharashtra
states included 1,672 previously unreported fatalities. Its death toll of
11,903 is now eighth-highest in the world. India has reported 10,000 new
infections and more than 300 deaths each day for the last two weeks.

Iran's latest outbreak comes after a major Muslim holiday last month and
as travel and lockdown restrictions were relaxed. Health Minister Saeed
Namaki said he realized the extent of the challenge when he took a
domestic flight.
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An Indian health worker wearing personal protective equipment looks on during
a check up camp at a slum in Mumbai, India, Wednesday, June 17, 2020. India is
the fourth hardest-hit country by the COVID-19 pandemic in the world after the
U.S., Russia and Brazil. (AP Photo/Rafiq Maqbool)
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Passengers wait for their flight at the Beijing Capital Airport terminal 2 in
Beijing on Wednesday, June 17, 2020. The Chinese capital on Wednesday
canceled more than 60% of commercial flights and raised the alert level amid a
new coronavirus outbreak, state-run media reported. (AP Photo/Ng Han Guan)
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Residents wearing masks to curb the spread of the coronavirus wait at a traffic
junction in Beijing on Wednesday, June 17, 2020. China's capital reported a
slight increase in the numbers confirmed new coronavirus cases Wednesday as it
seeks to battle the recent outbreak with strict measures aimed at reducing human
contact and the chances of a new wave of infections across the country. (AP
Photo/Ng Han Guan)
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Indians with COVID-19 symptoms wait outside a coronavirus help desk at the
Government Fever Hospital in Hyderabad, India, Wednesday, June 17, 2020.
India is the fourth hardest-hit country by the COVID-19 pandemic in the world
after the U.S., Russia and Brazil.(AP Photo/Mahesh Kumar A.)
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A man holds a child wearing masks to curb the spread of the coronavirus in
Beijing on Wednesday, June 17, 2020. The Chinese capital on Wednesday
canceled more than 60% of commercial flights and raised the alert level amid a
new coronavirus outbreak, state-run media reported. (AP Photo/Ng Han Guan)
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Health workers screen visitors to the Beijing Capital Airport terminal 3
departure hall in Beijing on Wednesday, June 17, 2020. The Chinese capital on
Wednesday canceled more than 60% of commercial flights and raised the alert
level amid a new coronavirus outbreak, state-run media reported. (AP Photo/Ng
Han Guan)
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Visitors wear their face masks to help curb the spread of the coronavirus, as they
ride the "Vortex" rollercoaster at the recently reopened Siam Amazing Park in in
Bangkok, Thailand, Wednesday, June 17, 2020. Daily life in the capital resumes
to normal as the government continues to ease restrictions related to running
business and activities that were imposed weeks ago to combat the spread of
COVID-19. Thailand reported no local transmissions of the coronavirus in the
past 3 weeks. (AP Photo/Sakchai Lalit)
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A health worker wearing protective gear prepares to take swab samples from
people queuing in their cars to test for the coronavirus at a drive-through
COVID-19 screening center at Ain Shams University in Cairo, Egypt,
Wednesday, June 17, 2020. (AP Photo/Nariman El-Mofty)
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India health workers wearing personal protective equipment arrive to take part in
a check up camp in a slum in Mumbai, India, Wednesday, June 17, 2020. India is
the fourth hardest-hit country by the COVID-19 pandemic in the world after the
U.S., Russia and Brazil. (AP Photo/Rafiq Maqbool)
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A boy rests carried by a woman, as a shopkeeper wearing a mask as precaution
against the coronavirus arranges his ware inside a shop in Kohima, capital of the
northeastern Indian state of Nagaland, Wednesday, June 17, 2020. India is the
fourth hardest-hit country by the COVID-19 pandemic in the world after the
U.S., Russia and Brazil. (AP Photo/Yirmiyan Arthur)
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Staff members wearing face masks and 3D glasses as they demonstrate the social
distancing in the theatre during a media tour at the Hong Kong's Disneyland on
Wednesday, June 17, 2020, a day before the theme park reopen after nearly four
months of closure due to the coronavirus pandemic. (AP Photo/Kin Cheung)

"Many people have become careless, frustrated with wearing masks," he
said. "They did not observe (social) distancing in the flight's seating and
the airliner's ventilation system was not working."

In Europe, which has seen over 184,000 virus-related deaths, Spanish
Prime Minister Pedro Sánchez announced the country will hold a
ceremony July 16 to honor its more than 27,000 dead.

German officials said over 400 people at a large meatpacking plant had
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tested positive for COVID-19, prompting authorities to order the closure
of all schools and childcare centers in the western region of Guetersloh.
The industry has seen several outbreaks in recent weeks, prompting the
government to impose stricter safety rules.

Denmark's health minister urged anyone who joined a large racial
injustice protest on June 7 to be tested "whether you have symptoms or
not" after one person in the crowd was found to be infected.

"As long as we have the virus in Europe and in Denmark, it will flare up.
We are dealing with a very, very contagious disease," said Health
Minister Magnus Heunicke.

© 2020 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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